Ah, Paris! My favorite city in the world! We will be beginning and ending our cruising experience in the City of
Lights! For me life does not get any better. I can already picture the charming city streets lined with fabulous art museums, cathedrals, and the amazing Jardins (gardens). I can taste the fabulous cuisine, fromage, vin, pastry and chocolate!
After your overnight flight to Paris, we will arrive at Charles de Gaulle on April 2 nd. Once you pick up your luggage and
clear immigration and customs, Vantage will be waiting with a “Vantage” sign to whisk us away to the ms River Venture
waiting for us on the banks of the Seine. After settling into your comfortable cabin, you will have the afternoon to do a
little exploring on your own. With a good map and comfortable walking shoes, Paris is easy to navigate. I highly recommend Rick Steve’s book – Pocket Paris with its fold out map and suggestions for self-guided walking tours. You will not
have the time to see it all, so be prepared and selective in what you want to experience!
On our second day in Paris, Vantage Travel will provide a panoramic tour of the city. This should give you a good idea
of the layout of the city and the location of the major attractions. Then again you will have the afternoon to discover
more on your own. I have asked friends and frequent Parisian travelers Jimmy and Jeanette Quimby to give some insights into what they enjoy experiencing while in Paris. Here are some of their thoughts;
Just walk along the river Seine and enjoy the views. Breathe in the air and casually stroll
along the banks to just watch the people.
Of course, the Eiffel Tower! Definitely book tickets ahead so you won’t have to wait in
line. But be prepared to wait going through security. Cross the Seine and stand at the
Trocadero for a beautiful view of the Grand Lady. The Tower twinkles every evening on
the hour.
The Arc de Triumph, though the climb is a bit daunting. On top, you get a wonderful view
of the city layout that Monsieur Hausmann designed. Look one way, and you have a
clear view all the way down the Champs Elysse to the Concorde and see the Luxor Obelisk and Ferris Wheel. The Palace de Concorde is the site where the infamous guillotine
took many a Parisian head. Turn around, and you can see all the way to La Defense
(the business district). The uniquely designed office building designed like the outline of
a rectangle.
Stroll and shop along the Champs Elyssees. Looking in the windows of Cartier you’ll see
jewels where the price of a ring, bracelet or watch alone could pay for a cruise for 10
people! For the ladies, the L’Occitane store has bakery/café from Pierre Hermes. You
can also have Ladauree café, known for its tea and macaroons. The Louis Vitton flagship store is here and may have a line to get in at times. A branch of the Galleries Lafayette has just opened. It is nice and expensive but you need to see the original. Near the
Marriott is a place recognizing where Thomas Jefferson lived during his time in Paris.

The “designer houses” are on the side streets.
The Opera! Take a Metro and get off at the Paris Opera. Another site to see. They do offer tours in English (book in advance), but catch street artist singing and playing the guitar on
any given day. Across from the Opera, go to the Lindt Store
for a cup of heavenly hot chocolate.

Walk a bit further past the Apple Store to the Boulevard Hausmann to find incomparable shopping at the Galleries Lafayette,
a 7-story shopping mecca housed in 3 large buildings! They
have something for everyone and items price from reasonable
to only in your dreams. Most world renown designers are represented here and the architecture of the building is fabulous. In
the area where perfumes are sold, look up at the stain glassed
cupola. Definitely go to the rooftop for a fabulous view of the
city. Go across the street to the Galeries Lafayette House and
visit the wine cave on the 2nd floor. Amazing to see wine from the 1940s selling at over $4,000 per bottle. In the basement is a grocery store – be amazed at the price of what looks like ham on a bone – well aged Ibeico Ham. Sometimes
they offer samples. You can get a discount card at Galleries Lafayette, which will give an additional 10% off a lot their
items. The price of items purchased already has the tax included. Remember to save your receipts and if you spend
over 175 Euros you can receive approximately 14% back by filing a D-tax claim at the airport prior to returning to the US.
Montmartre, Paris’ highest hill, is topped by Sacre-Coeur (Sacred Heart) Basilica. Montmartre is best known as the home of cabaret nightlife and bohemian artists. The Metro stop
Anvers takes you to the base of the hill. Once you reach the top of the walk by talking the
many steps or a ride on the funicular, you will have a panoramic view of Paris. Veer to the
left of Sacre-Coeur and around a corner you will find the artist square, where someone will
be painting the next great masterpiece! Also, around the corner from the artists’ square is
the Salvador Dali Museum. It is small and you can get through it quickly. Also, short distance from Sacre-Coeur and Montmartre are two other famous sites – Mur des Je t’aime
(wall of love – in every language) and of course, the Moulin Rouge (Red Windmill), as you
head down Pigalle you will see the adult shops. Or you can take head in a different direction and enter the fabric district.
Bolts upon bolts in shops available for those who love to sew.

My thanks to Jimmy and Jeanette for sharing their insights.
Don’t forget to make it back to the ms River Venture in time for cocktail hour and dinner. You don’t want to miss the delights that await.
Upon our return to Paris, we will spend 2 more days in Paris. I will write more about the adventure that is Paris for days
10 and 11. Until then au revoir mes amies.
Barbara Kelly

